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ABSTRACT

Recent idealized studies examined the sensitivity of topographically forced rain and snowfall to changes in

mountain geometry and upwind sounding in moist stable and neutral environments. These studies were re-

stricted by necessity to small ensembles of carefully chosen simulations. Research presented here extends

earlier studies by utilizing a Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to create a large en-

semble of simulations, all of which produce precipitation concentrated on the upwind slope of an idealized

Gaussian bell-shaped mountain. MCMC-based probabilistic analysis yields information about the combi-

nations of sounding andmountain geometry favorable for upslope rain, as well as the sensitivity of orographic

precipitation to changes in mountain geometry and upwind sounding. Exploration of the multivariate sen-

sitivity of rainfall to changes in parameters also reveals a nonunique solution: multiple combinations of flow,

topography, and environment produce similar surface rainfall amount and distribution. Finally, the results

also divulge that the nonunique solutions have different sensitivity profiles, and that changes in observation

uncertainty also alter model sensitivity to input parameters.

1. Introduction

More than half a century of orographic precipitation

research has discovered that topographically forced

rainfall is sensitive to mountain shape, three-dimensional

winds, surface properties, the characteristics of the up-

stream sounding, and details of cloud microphysical

processes (Sawyer 1956; Smith 1979; Barcilon et al. 1979;

Durran and Klemp 1982, 1983; Miglietta and Buzzi 2001;

Colle 2004). In many regions, large-scale moist stable

and neutral flow is instrumental in generating upslope

precipitation in mountainous terrain (Douglas and

Glasspoole 1947; Sawyer 1956; Sarker 1967;Doswell et al.

1998; Buzzi and Foschini 2000; Rotunno and Ferretti

2003; Miglietta and Rotunno 2005, 2006, hereafter MR05

and MR06, respectively). This type of flow has been re-

cently analyzed as atmospheric rivers interacting with

orography along the U.S. West Coast (Ralph et al. 2004,

2005; Neiman et al. 2011; Ralph andDettinger 2011; Rutz

et al. 2014).

A number of field campaigns have been conducted

with the goal of improved understanding of stable and

moist neutral orographic precipitation. Precipitation

along the U.S. Intermountain West and mountainous

West Coast was the focus of the Pacific Landfalling Jets

Experiment campaign (PACJET; Neiman et al. 2002),

the Improvement of Microphysical Parameterization
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throughObservationalVerificationExperiment (IMPROVE

and IMPROVE-II; Stoelinga et al. 2003), the Inter-

mountain Precipitation Experiment (IPEX; Schultz

et al. 2002), and the Sierra Hydrometeorology Atmo-

spheric Rivers Experiment (SHARE; Kingsmill et al.

2006). The Mesoscale Alpine Programme (MAP;

Bougeault et al. 2001; Rotunno and Houze 2007) ob-

served storm systems and moist flow impinging on the

European Alps. All of these studies confirmed that

mesoscale orographic effects on airflow determine the

location, intensity, and amount of observed rainfall.

Rotunno and Ferretti (2003) reported on two intensive

observing periods in MAP that observed nearly moist-

neutral stability during the passage of synoptic storm

systems. In addition, Rotunno and Houze (2007), in a

MAP summary paper, recommended a thorough ex-

ploration of the orographic precipitation parameter

space to better understand its sensitivity to changes in

upstream conditions. Their findings and the broader

outcomes of MAP motivated a number of numerical

modeling studies, including the idealized studies of

MR05, MR06, and Miglietta and Rotunno (2009, 2010,

hereafter MR09 and MR10, respectively).

These idealized studies showed that the complex

interrelationship between controlling atmospheric and

topographic factors and resulting orographic pre-

cipitation makes it difficult to clearly discern 1) which

combinations of factors produce a given distribution of

precipitation, and 2) howmultiple simultaneous changes

in the thermodynamic sounding, flow, and mountain

geometry enhance or suppress precipitation. MR05 and

MR06 examined the sensitivity of steady-state oro-

graphic precipitation in moist neutral flow to changes in

temperature profile, mountain height and width, and

cloud microphysics complexity. They classified their

rainfall distributions into categories according to

mountain height. However, classification became diffi-

cult as mountain width and profile temperature were

allowed to vary, implying complexity in the relationships

between mountain geometry, the upwind sounding, and

resulting surface precipitation.

While MR05 and MR06 focused on moist neutral

flow, a scenario adequately characterized by a two-

dimensional framework, conditionally unstable flows

are more complex (MR09; MR10; Miglietta and

Rotunno 2012, 2014). They are associated with a suc-

cession of three-dimensional, time-dependent cloud

cells, which together may be considered a class of tur-

bulent flow. MR09 and MR10 examined the role of

buoyancy in determining surface precipitation by con-

ducting 80 numerical experiments with varying values of

convective available potential energy (CAPE) and

downdraft CAPE (DCAPE), wind speed, and mountain

height and width. They discovered a complicated re-

lationship between the chosen control parameters and

precipitation, one that changed depending on the region

of parameter space examined. Studies of both stable and

unstable flows indicate that controls on orographic

precipitation are multivariate, and an exploration of

the connections between different factors of influence

will require a more complete exploration of parameter

(co)variability than has previously been attempted.

In this paper we extend the analysis of MR05 and

MR06 to address two fundamental science questions

concerning precipitation generated by moist neutral

flow over a barrier:

1) What is the quantitative sensitivity of topographi-

cally forced precipitation to changes in mountain

geometry, wind profiles, and the thermodynamic

environment?

2) Which combinations of physical states and mountain

configurations produce a given distribution and in-

tensity of upslope precipitation?

Both questions can be answered by systematically

varying the factors that control upslope precipitation

in a cloud system resolving model and examining the

results. The challenge is the computational expense of

examining every parameter permutation necessary to

thoroughly explore multivariate sensitivity in the oro-

graphic precipitation system. We surmount this chal-

lenge using a Bayesianmethodology, supplemented by a

stochastic sampling procedure (section 2), to answer our

research questions in a systematic and objectivemanner.

We outline our results in detail in section 3, provide

further discussion and analysis in section 4, and sum-

marize our major conclusions in section 5.

2. Numerical methods

a. CM1 Model

The Cloud Model 1 (CM1) described in Bryan and

Fritsch (2002) (http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/people/bryan/

cm1) was designed for study of cloud-scale atmospheric

processes. It uses the vertically implicit, time-splitting

Klemp–Wilhelmson technique to calculate the non-

hydrostatic compressible equations of mass, momen-

tum, energy, and moisture. A fifth-order advection

scheme operates in the horizontal and vertical for both

scalars and velocities. CM1 uses a terrain-following

vertical coordinate, and subgrid-scale turbulence is pa-

rameterized using a turbulent kinetic energy closure

(Deardorff 1980).

While ice microphysical processes are known to

exert a significant effect on orographic precipitation

(Stoelinga et al. 2003), parameterizations are highly
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sensitive to assumed ice density, particle shape, and fall

speed (Posselt and Vukicevic 2010). This research rep-

resents the first time a complete multivariate orographic

precipitation sensitivity analysis has been conducted. As

such, and for simplicity, we consider only liquid pro-

cesses in our experiments and utilize a warm-rain

(Kessler 1969) scheme. Tests of various CM1 simula-

tions inmoist stable and neutral conditions revealed that

the model reaches a steady precipitation distribution

after approximately 10 simulated hours (MR05; MR09).

While three dimensions and 1-km grid spacing, or finer,

are typically required to model deep convection (Bryan

et al. 2003), moist neutral flow can be realistically sim-

ulated using a two-dimensional domain and 2-km grid

spacing (MR05; MR06). The simulations in this study

are performed with CM1, release 17, and have a 2D do-

main 800km in length. The minimum number of grid

points (three) was used in the y direction, as CM1 does

not run in parallel in purely 2D mode. Horizontal grid

spacing is 2km and stretches to 6km over 50 grid points

at each end of the x domain. The domain is 20km in

height with 59 vertical levels. The vertical grid spacing is

250m from the surface to z5 9000m, increases to 500m

from z5 9000 to z5 10500m, and stays constant at 500m

above z 5 10500m (as in MR05). Lateral boundary

conditions are all open radiative, the lower boundary is

free slip, and a Rayleigh damping layer is applied to the

top 6km of the domain to prevent reflection of vertically

propagating gravity waves. Comparisons between the

configuration described above and a reference simulation

run with 250-m horizontal and vertical grid spacing pro-

duced nearly identical results (not shown).

In this study, the flow characteristics, cloud proper-

ties, and resulting precipitation amount and distribu-

tion are governed by only six parameters: mean wind

speed �u, squared moist Brunt–Väisälä frequency N2
m,

surface potential temperature usfc, profile relative hu-

midity RH, mountain height Hmtn, and mountain half-

width Wmtn. As with the microphysics, for simplicity

mean wind speed and direction, relative humidity, and

N2
m are constant with height at the upwind boundary.

Precipitation is binned into six regions on the moun-

tain: three each on the upwind and downwind slopes

(Fig. 1). Initial conditions consist of an idealized moist

neutral sounding (MR05), continuously advected into

the domain from the west (upwind) boundary (Fig. 2).

An idealized bell-shaped mountain is constructed from

the same function used in MR05, MR06, MR09, and

MR10, where mountain height is defined as

h(x)5
h
m

11 [(x2 x
0
)/a]2

. (1)

Here x is the position within the domain in meters, the

mountain is centered on x0, hm is the maximum moun-

tain height, and a is the mountain half-width in meters.

The mountain height and half-width parameters control

the mountain geometry.

b. Sensitivity analysis, Bayes’s theorem, and MCMC
algorithms

The fundamental goals of this study are to 1) explore

which combinations of mountain geometry and upwind

sounding parameters result in similar orographic pre-

cipitation amount and spatial distribution, and 2) assess

the sensitivity of precipitation to changes in sounding

and mountain geometry. If precipitation expresses par-

ticular sensitivity to changes in wind speed, for example,

in theory a narrow range of wind speed values will

define a given precipitation distribution. A challenge

comes in the form of mitigating factors; for example, an

increase in wind speed may be compensated for by a

decrease in relative humidity in order to produce

equivalent water vapor to precipitation conversion

rates. If only a few factors control precipitation rate, it is

straightforward to assess the parameter–precipitation

relationship and the sensitivity of precipitation to pa-

rameter changes using successive numerical model runs.

However, for more than 3–4 controlling parameters, the

computational challenge of simulating precipitation for

every possible combination of parameters (brute force

sensitivity analysis) becomes impractical. In fact, the

computational expense grows as MN, where M is the

number of discrete values of input parameters and N is

the number of parameters.

Wemay reduce the computational burden by realizing

that some model runs from the brute force sensitivity

analysis do not produce a precipitation distribution

similar to the distribution of interest. As in an optimi-

zation problem, we seek sets of input parameters that

fit a given precipitation distribution while avoiding sets

of input parameters with a poor fit. However, unlike an

optimization problem, the search for sets of input pa-

rameters must allow for the possibility of multiple so-

lutions, or multiple parameter sets that produce an

FIG. 1. Visual depiction of the case study topography and the six

precipitation bins.
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equally good fit to the given precipitation distribution.

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms

comprise a class of Bayesian methods that explore a

parameter space and assess model output sensitivity,

while avoiding parameter sets that produce a poor fit to

the chosen observations.

Let a set of upwind sounding and mountain geometry

parameters be represented in a six-element vector x 5
(�u, N2

m, usfc, RH,Hmtn,Wmtn) in a six-element vector y5
(P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6). All input parameters in x are as-

signed realistic ranges, outlined in Table 1, with equal

(uniform) probability of occurrence. A CM1 simulation

with a specified set of control parameters (Table 1) pro-

duces the given precipitation distribution y (values in

Table 2). Our fundamental goals may now be expressed as

1) exploring which values of x produce a given pre-

cipitation distribution y, and 2) assessing the sensitivity of

y to changes in the input parameters x. Exploring the

probability of x given y, orP(x j y), allows us to quantify the

probability that a certain set of parameters x produces

the given precipitation distribution y, and use the prob-

ability density function P(x j y) to describe the sensitivity

of precipitation y to input parameters x. Bayes’s theorem

defines P(x j y) as

P(x j y)5P(y j x)P(x)
P(y)

. (2)

The term P(x) is the Bayesian prior, which represents

our knowledge of the elements of x before y is known. In

our study P(x) corresponds to a bounded uniform prob-

ability of occurrence for each possible value of the pa-

rameters in x; no combination of parameters ismore likely

than any others within the provided range. Here P(y j x),
termed the likelihood, represents the probability that the

simulated precipitation rates y produced by a given set of

parameters x are equivalent to the precipitation rates

calculated in the control simulation, and takes into ac-

count measurement uncertainty. In essence, the likeli-

hood quantifies how close the simulated precipitation

rates are to those produced by the control run. If param-

eter set x produces rain rates y that are very close to those

in the control run, the likelihood will be large, and vice

versa. We have defined the precipitation rate standard

deviation as 2mmh21, and assumed a Gaussian distribu-

tion for the likelihood. Note that one may assume other

probability distributions for the likelihood, such as the

lognormal distribution used in Posselt et al. (2008). The

term P(y) is a normalizing factor that integrates over all

possible precipitation rates y produced by all possible pa-

rameters x, and ensures that the left-hand side of Eq. (2)

integrates to 1. The term P(x j y) is termed the Bayesian

posterior, and describes the probability that a set of input

parameters x produced a given precipitation distribution y.

As mentioned earlier, a brute force calculation of

the above probabilities (as in Vukicevic and Posselt

2008) for all combinations of the six input parameters x

is computationally intractable. The MCMC algorithm

reduces the computational burden by constructing a

guided random walk that samples the posterior proba-

bility distribution P(x j y). The random walk, a Markov

TABLE 1. Maximum and minimum values for all model input parameters, as well as value of each parameter used in control case.

Parameter description Control Min Max Symbol Units

Mean wind speed 13 2 30 �u m s21

Squared, moist Brunt–Väisälä frequency 4 3 1025 2.5 3 1026 2 3 1024 N2
m s22

Surface potential temperature 292 280 300 usfc K

Relative humidity 0.95 0.8 1.0 RH —

Mountain height 2.35 3 103 3 3 102 3 3 103 Hmtn m

Mountain half-width 3 3 104 5 3 103 1 3 105 Wmtn m

FIG. 2. Modeled skew T–logp diagram from CM1 depicting the

atmosphere entering thewesternmost (upwind) edge of the domain

during the first hour in the control case. Wind speed is in units of

m s21.
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process, consists of randomly generated (Monte Carlo)

test values of x, represented in the vector x̂. The walk

is guided by knowledge of the desired precipitation

distribution y, with uncertainty determined by P(y j x).
Each test value of x̂, accompanied by a CM1 simula-

tion, is referred to as an iteration; multiple iterations

make up a Markov chain. In each MCMC iteration,

the following steps are taken (flowchart shown in

Fig. 3).

1) Candidate values for all parameters in x̂ are randomly

drawn from a proposal distribution q(x̂, xi) centered

on the current set of parameters xi. The proposal

distribution in this case is defined to be uncorrelated

Gaussian, and the proposal variance determines the

size of perturbations to xi in the Markov chain. The

variance of the proposal distribution is an adjustable

parameter in the MCMC algorithm, and is tuned

during an adaptive burn-in period at the beginning

of the chain to strike a balance between efficient

(large moves) and thorough (small moves) sampling

of the control variables. Parameter sets generated

during the burn-in phase are not included in the

posterior distribution.

2) CM1 simulates a precipitation distribution ŷ5 f (x̂)

using the new x̂ values, and the simulated pre-

cipitation distribution is compared with the desired

distribution using the likelihoodP(y j x). For aGaussian

likelihood,

P(y j x̂)} exp

"
2
1

2
(y2 ŷ)T�

21

y
(y2 ŷ)

#
, (3)

whereSy is the precipitation error covariancematrix.

In our case, we assume precipitation uncertainty is

uncorrelated between regions, and as such Sy is a

diagonal matrix of precipitation error variances.

3) The acceptance ratio (Tamminen and Kyrölä 2001;

Delle Monache et al. 2008; Posselt 2013) determines

whether the candidate x̂ will be accepted as a sample

of the posterior probability distribution P(x j y). The
acceptance ratio is defined as

r(x
i
, x̂)5

P(ŷ j x̂)P(x̂)q(x̂, x
i
)

P(y
i
j x

i
)P(x

i
)q(x

i
, x̂)

. (4)

This is the ratio between the probabilities on the right-

hand side of Bayes’s relationship for the candidate x̂

[numerator in Eq. (4)] and the current xi [denomina-

tor in Eq. (4)]. Since our proposal distribution is

symmetric, q(xi, x̂)5 q(x̂, xi) and Eq. (4) reduces to

the ratio of prior and likelihood distributions. In

addition, since the prior is identical everywhere

within the acceptable parameter ranges, Eq. (4)

depends only on the ratio of likelihoods.

4) If the candidate x̂ produces a better fit to the desired

precipitation distribution than xi (r . 1), x̂ is

accepted, or saved, as a sample in the Markov chain

(xi11 5 x̂). If the candidate x̂ does not produce an

improved fit (r , 1), a test value is drawn from a

uniform (0, 1) distribution. If this test value is less

than the acceptance ratio, the candidate x̂ is saved

as a sample in the Markov chain (this is termed

probabilistic acceptance); if not, it is rejected, xi is

stored as another sample, and new candidate x̂ values

are drawn using the proposal distributions described

in step 1.

FIG. 3. Flowchart illustrating the Markov chain Monte Carlo

process.

TABLE 2. Precipitation rate averaged over each precipitation region on the mountain during the last hour of simulation in the control run.

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4 Region 5 Region 6

Avg precipitation rate (mmh21) 2.70 5.49 7.74 1.87 1.13 3 1022 0.0
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The coin-flip style comparison between the accep-

tance ratio and a uniform random variable used in the

probabilistic acceptance procedure allows the algorithm

to preferentially sample high-probability regions of

posterior parameter space, avoid very low-probability

regions, and appropriately sample the parameter space

in between. Altogether, the MCMC-generated sample

of the posterior probability completely characterizes the

solution to Eq. (2). Sequential iterations of the MCMC

process constitute a Markov chain, and the MCMC al-

gorithm may be constructed to use multiple chains to

explore the parameter space. This study employed 15

chains, and the MCMC algorithm is similar to those

described in Delle Monache et al. (2008), Posselt and

Vukicevic (2010), Posselt andBishop (2012), and Posselt

et al. (2014).

The parameters x that define the control case in this

study are associated with the thermodynamic profile

given in Fig. 2, and produce a moderate amount of

orographic precipitation concentrated on the windward

slope (Fig. 4a). Precipitation reaches an approximately

steady state a few hours into the simulation (Fig. 4b).

Parameter ranges were chosen to encompass a variety of

thermodynamic and wind profiles and mountain geom-

etries. The orographic Froude numbers [defined as

Fr5 u/(NmHmtn) in Baines (1995), section 1.4] associ-

ated with each sample in the Markov chains range from

positive values near zero, some of which are associated

with blocked flow in the model, to values on the order of

50, associated with cases of small-amplitude, standing

mountain waves.

3. Results

a. One- and two-parameter perturbation experiments

Our ultimate goal is to determine which combinations

of parameter values yield similar precipitation distri-

butions as the control case, as well as to identify sensi-

tivity and rapid transitions in the system. As mentioned

above, this requires simultaneous perturbation of all six

input parameters using the MCMC algorithm. Prior to

performing such a study, it is useful to conduct a sim-

plified analysis without using the MCMC algorithm, in

which only one or two parameters are varied at a time

and the rest held constant. This one- or two-at-a-time

sensitivity analysis provides an initial estimate of the sen-

sitivity of precipitation rate to changes in the control vari-

ables. As our focus is on upslope precipitation, we examine

how precipitation rate in regions 2 and 3 (upwind slope;

Fig. 1) changes with variation in each of the six parameters.

The slope of the precipitation rate response function

(Fig. 5) indicates the degree of sensitivity to parameter

changes: a steeper slope for a given change in a parameter

reflects larger sensitivity to changes in that parameter.

In addition to the response function slope, monotonicity

and smoothness are important indicators of the parameter–

precipitation rate relationship. A nonmonotonic response,

in which precipitation rate first increases with increasing

parameter value, then decreases (or vice versa) at larger

parameter values, means that scenarios exist in which

two different parameter values will produce the same pre-

cipitation rate. A nonmonotonic response also indicates a

nonunique relationship between parameter and model

FIG. 4. (a) The x–z cross section of model domain during last hour of simulation. Cloud liquid water content is shaded in gray: 0.01 ,
qc , 0.1 g kg21 (light gray), 0.1, qc , 0.5 g kg21 (medium gray), and qc . 0.5 g kg21 (dark gray). Thick black contours outline regions of

liquid precipitation greater than 0.2 g kg21. The u- and w-direction streamlines are colored by u-wind component (m s21). (b) Hovmöller
diagram of precipitation rate (mmh21, shaded) is shown. The rain rate greater than 0.2mmh21 is contoured in black.
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output. A nonsmooth response function, in which the

model response changes suddenly around a particular

parameter value, indicates the system experiences a

rapid transition to a new state as the parameter increases

beyond this value.

Examination of the response functions depicted in

Fig. 5 reveals a range of behaviors in the model, from

smooth, monotonic behavior to nonmonotonic, non-

smooth behavior. Precipitation rate increases mono-

tonically with mountain height (Fig. 5a) in regions 2 and

3 until about 2.6 km, after which the rate stabilizes in

region 2 and decreases in region 3. The nonmonotonic

change in precipitation rate with increasing mountain

width (Fig. 5b) is due to the change in slope. As moun-

tain width increases from 0m, forced ascent occurs

over a larger spatial region, leading to a greater pre-

cipitation rate. However, as the width continues to

increase with a fixed height, the slope decreases, re-

sulting in smaller upward vertical motion and smaller

precipitation rates. At large widths, precipitation rates

are small and rain falls primarily upstream of the peak.

In general, the rain rate changes in a predictable and

monotonic fashion with changes to the relative humidity

(Fig. 5c): greater water vapor content leads to a

greater precipitation rate. Precipitation rates in region 3

exhibit a slight decrease at RH values greater than 95%,

perhaps due to the fact that cloud and rain form farther

upstream in an atmosphere with larger water vapor

content, and precipitation rate increases in region 2 at

the expense of region 3. Surface potential temperature

(Fig. 5d) increases result in an approximately monotonic

increase in precipitation rate in both upwind slope re-

gions. If relative humidity is held constant as tempera-

ture increases, the atmospheric water vapor content will

FIG. 5. Response of precipitation (mmh21) to changes in each of the model input parameters. Red lines indicate the parameter value

used in the control case. The solid line represents the precipitation response in precipitation region 2 on the mountain, and the dashed line

shows the response for precipitation region 3.
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increase. As such, the precipitation response to warming

of the profile is similar to the response to increases inRH.

Precipitation rate response to moist stability (Fig. 5e)

is nonmonotonic; as moist stability increases past

43 1025 s22, the increased resistance to vertical motion

suppresses precipitation. Above a moist stability value

of approximately 1.053 1024 s22, precipitation does not

occur. Examination of CM1 output indicates that, at

these values, stagnation occurs at the upwind slope and a

back-propagating gravity wave suppresses cloud for-

mation (as in MR05; Muraki and Rotunno 2013).

Increases in wind speed (Fig. 5f) from 1 to ;15m s21

result in increases in precipitation rate on the upwind

slope (region 2) and mountain top (region 3). However,

as wind speed increases beyond 15m s21, precipitation

rate concentrates increasingly at the mountain top with

less on the upwind slope. This is consistent with advec-

tion of condensate farther downstream: for a given en-

vironment and mountain geometry, larger wind advects

precipitation farther downstream, producing greater rain-

fall in region 3 at the expense of region 2. Interestingly,

precipitation rate in both regions 2 and 3 plummets at

wind speeds of 23 and 24ms21, respectively, before

rapidly increasing again. This behavior is closely related

to the properties of mountain wave breaking, and will be

discussed in more detail later.

In addition to one-at-a-time analyses, we can examine

the joint response of two variables at a time by holding

four of the six parameters constant at their control

values, while varying the other two parameters incre-

mentally across their defined ranges. In these experi-

ments, the CM1 model was run for every combination of

the two variable parameters, and the probability that

CM1 output was equal to the control precipitation in all

six precipitation regions was then calculated for each

parameter combination. As mentioned above, we as-

sume the prior probability P(x) is uniform over the

range of parameter values, and the precipitation rate

likelihood P(y j x) is Gaussian with 2mmh21 standard

deviation. Direct computation of the PDFs that result

from multiplying the prior and likelihood leads to a

nonnormalized solution to Bayes’s equation [Eq. (2)].

Probabilities may be displayed as two-dimensional

joint parameter probability density functions (PDFs)

that graphically display the conditional probability

P(x j y). It is worth noting here that the two-parameter

experiments already present a more comprehensive

view of the orographic precipitation system and its

sensitivity than previous modeling experiments. MR10

used CM1 to conduct 79 experiments, the highest

number found in our search of the literature; here a

single two-parameter PDF computation experiment

includes 400 individual CM1 experiments (20 bins for

each parameter).

Shown in Fig. 6 are three two-dimensional parameter

PDFs from a set of three two-parameter experiments. In

Fig. 6a, mean wind speed and moist stability (N2
m) were

varied while surface potential temperature, relative

humidity, andmountain height and half-width were held

constant at their control values. The control value for

each varied parameter is indicated on the plots with a

red line. The other plots follow a similar convention;

Fig. 6b shows variations in potential temperature and

RH, while Fig. 6c shows variations in mountain height

and half-width. The brightest colors indicate the highest

probability that the combination of parameters at that

point produced a precipitation rate and distribution

similar to the control distribution.

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional joint PDFs of (a) wind speed and stability, (b) surface potential temperature and relative humidity, and

(c) mountain height and half-width from a parameter perturbation experiment. Red lines indicate the parameter value used in the control

case. Bright colors at any point imply a high probability that the parameter combination at that point produced precipitation output similar

to the control output.
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A first look shows a well-defined high-probability

mode in wind speed and moist stability (Fig. 6a), cen-

tered about the control values; CM1 precipitation rate

output is highly sensitive to changes in these parameters.

In addition to a narrowly defined high-probability re-

gion near the control values of N2
m and �u, a tail of high

probability extends to high wind speeds at low stability

values. The probability map indicates a positive corre-

lation between wind speed and moist stability: increases

in wind speed lead to increases in precipitation rate that

may be compensated for by increasing the resistance to

vertical motion (via an increase in moist stability). The

model response to changes in relative humidity and

surface potential temperature (Fig. 6b) has a large

probability spread and diffuse gradients. At tempera-

tures of 285–295K, a decrease in RH, or available

moisture, can compensate for increases in usfc that may

lead to larger precipitation rates. Above 295K, how-

ever, the model instead develops a greater sensitivity to

changes in RH and a reduced sensitivity to changes in

usfc. Mountain height and half-width (Fig. 6c) display a

well-defined high-probability mode, an indication that

only parameter values similar to control values produce

precipitation rates similar to control precipitation.

b. MCMC-based orographic precipitation analysis

While one- and two-parameter experiments yield

information about the system and its complex rela-

tionships, a complete analysis of the combinations of

parameters that produce a given rainfall distribution

requires simultaneous perturbation of all six parame-

ters. As mentioned above, such an exercise is intrac-

table for more than a few parameters if it is done by

brute force. The question of which parameter values

produce a given distribution of precipitation in all six

precipitation regions, and the associated sensitivities,

can be addressed using Bayesian analysis via application

of an MCMC algorithm. Early analysis of output from

the MCMC algorithm indicated that approximately

100 000 simulations were sufficient to capture the salient

properties of the parameter probability distribution.

Although Haario et al. (1999) suggested only 20 000

samples were required to sample a multivariate eight-

dimensional Gaussian distribution, we ran the MCMC

experiment until it had produced more than 1 million

runs of the CM1model. The results comprise a thorough

statistical sample that spans the complicated posterior

distribution shown by univariate and bivariate sensitiv-

ity experiments, as well as a rich repository of CM1

output for further analysis. We computed the R statistic

(R̂; Gelman et al. 2004), comparing within-chain vari-

ance to between-chain variance, to diagnose whether

the 15MCMC chains converged to sampling a stationary

posterior distribution. A value of R̂, 1:1 for each pa-

rameter generally indicates sufficient mixing and con-

vergence. As shown in Fig. 7, all parameters exhibit

R̂, 1:1 after about 40 000 samples per chain, and

R̂# 1:05 by the time sampling ends.

MCMC produces a posterior probability distribution

with variability in all 6 input parameters. Because it is

challenging to visualize a six-dimensional space, we

present the PDF obtained from MCMC in the form of

two-dimensional marginal probability distributions for

each pair of parameters (Fig. 8). Probabilities displayed

in each two-dimensional plot have been integrated over

the other four dimensions, which may cause the highest-

probability regions to center on parameter combina-

tions other than the control values. The probability

maps displayed in Fig. 8 may be interpreted in the same

way as the probability maps described in section 3a

(Fig. 6).

Precipitation rates consistent with the control simu-

lation occur with nearly equal probability for a large

range of RH values. Conversely, the model expresses

the greatest precipitation rate sensitivity to mean wind

speed, moist stability, and mountain geometry, as re-

flected in the well-defined probability modes and small

dispersion. Taller orography and steeper slopes impede

moist ascent, and as impediments become larger, moist

stability and latent heating become increasingly impor-

tant influences on the properties of the forced ascent. In

FIG. 7. The R-statistic (R̂) values for each model input parameter,

for successively greater numbers of samples.
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addition, wind speed, moist stability, and the depth of air

being lifted all affect hydrometeor growth, as well as

location and amount of precipitation reaching the

ground. Stagnation upwind of the mountain may result

in convergence and precipitation upstream. However, if

air parcels move too quickly, clouds may encounter

leeward subsidence before precipitation has the chance

to fall (Sawyer 1956; Smith 1979, 2006).

These plots also highlight parameter interrelation-

ships, most notable in the 2D covariance between mean

wind speed and moist stability (Fig. 8a), wind speed and

mountain height (Fig. 8g), wind speed and half-width

FIG. 8. Posterior two-dimensional marginal PDFs for all pairs of input parameters from the MCMC experiment. As in Fig. 5, red lines

indicate the parameter value used in the control case. White solid and dashed lines contour the 68% and 95% probability mass, re-

spectively. Bright colors at any point imply a high probability that the parameter combination at that point produced precipitation output

similar to the control output.
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(Fig. 8k), and height and half-width (Fig. 8o). An in-

crease in mean wind speed is positively related to an

increase in moist stability, and the same can be said for

mean wind speed and width. Therefore, increasing the

moist stability (making air less susceptible to ascent) and

increasing the mountain width (resulting in a shallower

slope) can compensate for increases in wind speed that

cause higher precipitation rates. On the other hand, in-

creases in wind speed are negatively related to increases

in mountain height. The same relationship exists be-

tween mountain height and half-width. Decreasing

mountain height and reducing the amount of lift pro-

vided by terrainmay compensate for larger precipitation

rates caused by increasing wind speed. Increasing pre-

cipitation rate by making a taller mountain can be

tempered by decreasing the half-width; the steeper slope

may induce blocking or may favor the advection of

rainfall on the downwind slope and decrease the pre-

cipitation amount upstream.

An elongated high-probability region in the potential

temperature and moist stability PDF (Fig. 8c) implies

that the precipitation rate will remain constant for in-

creasing temperature if moist stability decreases simul-

taneously. However, upon close inspection the MCMC

experiment also reveals a secondary probability struc-

ture in a region of cool potential temperature and small

moist stability (283K, 2 3 1025 s22), indicating that

multiple discrete combinations of surface potential

temperature and moist stability may produce similar

precipitation rates. The complex sensitivity of pre-

cipitation to surface potential temperature probably

depends on the fact that the latter controls both satu-

rated and dry stability (Kirshbaum and Smith 2008). In

fact, much of the flowmay desaturate over time (see e.g.,

Fig. 9), so dry stability (not fixed in this study) is im-

portant as well as moist stability for wave dynamics

(Jiang 2003; Cannon et al. 2012). Surface potential

temperature and moist stability are not the only pa-

rameters that exhibit multimodality; prominent sec-

ondary probability modes can be seen in the marginal

probability distributions of surface potential tempera-

ture and moist stability (Fig. 8c), moist stability and RH

(Fig. 8e), and surface potential temperature and RH

(Fig. 8f).

4. Discussion

From our one- and two-parameter sensitivity tests, as

well as output from the MCMC experiment, we ascer-

tain that precipitation rate has a complex dependence

on changes in the control parameters: the overall re-

sponse is rarely linear, and is at times nonsmooth or

nonmonotonic. In the process of running the MCMC

FIG. 9. Contours, shading, and colors as in Fig. 4. (left) The x–z

cross sections of the model domain during the last hour of simu-

lation. (right) Hovmöller diagrams of the precipitation rate. Each

row represents model output for varying wind speeds: (a),(b) 13

(control case); (c),(d) 20; (e),(f) 21; (g),(h) 22; (i),(j) 23; (k),(l) 24;

and (m),(n) 25m s21.
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algorithm, output data from CM1 simulations corre-

sponding to each MCMC iteration were stored. This

database of simulated output can be used to examine

the physics that give rise to the MCMC probability

structures.

In our one-parameter sensitivity experiments, we

noted that precipitation rate in regions 2 and 3 exhibited

abrupt shifts when mean wind speed (Fig. 5f) was

changed from 20 to 25ms21 with all other parameters

held constant. Using the database of simulated output

described above, wemay compare CM1 output from our

control case to output with the same input parameters,

except for increased wind speed. Figure 9 depicts CM1

output from the last hour of simulation for our control

case (Figs. 9a,b), as well as for cases with the same input

parameters but with higher wind speeds: 20m s21

(Figs. 9c,d), 21m s21 (Figs. 9e,f), 22m s21 (Figs. 9g,h),

23m s21 (Figs. 9i,j), 24m s21 (Figs. 9k,l), and 25m s21

(Figs. 9m,n). The left column depicts vertical cross sec-

tions of the flow and cloud distribution at the last hour of

simulation (as in Fig. 4a), and the right column contains

Hovmöller diagrams of rain rate for the entire simula-

tion (as in Fig. 4b). For figures in the left column, the

thick black line outlines liquid precipitation, and the

gray shading indicates the presence of cloud.

Recall from our analysis of Fig. 5f that the pre-

cipitation rate on the upwind slope (region 2) generally

increases with increasing wind speed until about

20ms21, decreases rapidly until 23ms21, and increases

dramatically again after. The upwind top of themountain

(region 3) exhibits a similar response; the precipitation

rate increases until 22m s21, decreases rapidly, and

starts increasing again at 25m s21. The Hovmöller dia-
grams in Fig. 9 show ever-increasing precipitation rates

on the upwind slope of the mountain. A close exami-

nation of the vertical cross sections, however, shows

that, for wind speeds of 20–23ms21, increasing wind

speeds result in more surface precipitation near the

mountain top, reducing the precipitation rate in region

2. A change occurs when wind speeds reach 24m s21;

surface precipitation spreads out again along the upwind

slope, returning precipitation to region 2 at the expense

of region 3. It is at this wind speed that the precipitation

distribution closely resembles that of the control case.

As wind speeds continue to increase to 25ms21 and

beyond, precipitation rate increases as it did before.

It is notable that, while the precipitation distribution

at �u 5 24ms21 was similar to that of the control case

(with �u 5 13m s21), the flow and cloud distribution in

the higher wind case were entirely different, exhibiting a

pronounced downstream breaking mountain wave. This

reinforces the possibility of two (or more) distinct sets of

solutions that produce similar precipitation in very dif-

ferent atmospheres, which we noted in the MCMC

results (notably in Fig. 8c). The most prominent high-

probability mode (elongated probability region, Fig. 8c)

corresponds to our control case, defined by the param-

eter values listed in Table 1. Figure 10a displays a ver-

tical cross section at the last hour of the control

simulation, as in Fig. 4a. Wind speed increases as air

flows down the lee slope of the mountain, and a small-

amplitude mountain wave is evident above the mountain

FIG. 10. Contours, shading, and colors as in Fig. 4a. (a) The x–z cross section of the control case. (b) The x–z cross section of the second

MCMC high-probability mode, as described in section 4.
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peak. The second high-probability mode corresponds to

the secondary high-probability region of Fig. 8c, and has

the following combination of parameter values: mean

wind speed is 17ms21, N2
m is 2 3 1025 s22, surface po-

tential temperature is 283K, relative humidity is 95%,

mountain height is 2.75km, and mountain half-width is

20km. A vertical cross section at the last hour of the

secondary high-probability mode simulation is presented

in Fig. 10b. While liquid precipitation reaches the surface

in approximately the same location as in the control case,

similarities to the control case end there. The secondary

high-probability mode exhibits a large upstream cloud

shield and an intense downslope windstorm. A breaking

mountain wave propagates vertically downstream of the

mountain top, and another tongue of precipitation rea-

ches nearly to the ground far downstream. While leeside

effects of this magnitude are uncommon, and likely ex-

aggerated due to necessary model simplifications, they

are meteorologically relevant (Seibert 1990; Zängl and
Hornsteiner 2007).

In addition to examining the differences in atmo-

spheric flow, cloud, and precipitation between the con-

trol case and a secondary high-probability mode, it is

useful to explore whether the atmosphere associated

with the secondary high-probability mode exhibits

similar sensitivity to changes in profile and mountain

shape. To do this, we conduct two-parameter perturba-

tion experiments identical to those described in section

3a, but with themodal parameter values described in the

previous paragraph used as the baseline instead of our

control case parameters. Figures 11a–c (top row) recall

the 2D PDFs from the control case, whereas Figs. 11d–f

show the 2D PDFs from the secondary high-probability

mode.

The secondary high-probability mode PDFs take on a

different probability structure than the PDFs from the

control case. Multiple probability structures in wind

speed and moist stability (Fig. 11d) are more defined

and separated; on the other hand, the well-defined

probability region in mountain height and half-width

(Fig. 11f) has shrunk, implying an even greater sensi-

tivity to those parameters. While the PDFs express

nearly no sensitivity to relative humidity (Fig. 11e),

there is a pronounced difference in potential tempera-

ture compared to the control case: potential tempera-

ture exhibits a distinctly bivariate probability structure.

The atmospheric and probabilistic diversity between the

control case and the secondary high-probability MCMC

mode capture the complexity of this system—two dis-

tinct atmospheric soundings and mountain geometries

FIG. 11. Contours, lines, and shading as in Fig. 5. (a),(d) The 2D joint PDFs of wind speed and stability; (b),(e) the 2D PDFs of surface

potential temperature and relative humidity; and (c),(f) the 2DPDFs of mountain height and half-width. (a)–(c) The control case and (d)–

(f) the second MCMC high-probability mode.
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with very different sensitivity structure produce nearly

the same precipitation rate.

Finally, in addition to examining the bulk sensitivity

and probability structure associated with changes in one

or two parameters at a time, the computations per-

formed in this study may be used to produce a first as-

sessment of the required degree of accuracy for

precipitation measurements. To determine how accu-

rate measurements must be to constrain the relation-

ships between precipitation and input parameters, we

examine the change in parameter PDFs with changes in

observational error. The error used in this study is

Gaussian with a 2mmh21 standard deviation (Figs. 12d–f,

as in Fig. 6). Reducing the standard deviation by a

factor of 0.5–1mmh21 (Figs. 12a–c) leads to a contrac-

tion in high-probability regions. Any secondary high-

probability modes are still present. However, algorithms

that search for a unique probability mode would now,

with increased observation accuracy, likely find the true

solution. Inflating the error, for example to standard

deviation of 5mmh21 (Figs. 12g–i), greatly expands

regions with already high probability, and allows more

mass in lower-probability regions. The result is an in-

crease in nonuniqueness, or distinct multiple modes with

equivalent (near unity) probability. This in effect lessens

the significance of primary probability modes andmakes

convergence difficult for algorithms that search for a

unique solution. As noted in Posselt et al. (2008) and

FIG. 12. Contours, lines, and shading as in Fig. 5. (a),(d),(g) The 2D joint PDFs of wind speed and stability; (b),(e),(h) the 2D PDFs of

surface potential temperature and relative humidity; and (c),(f),(i) the 2D PDFs of mountain height and half width. (a)–(c) The control

case with 1s error, (d)–(f) the control case with 2s error, and (g)–(i) the control case with 5s error.
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Posselt and Vukicevic (2010), adding information to

observations by reducing the observation error does not

change the functional response of model output to

changes in the input: the probability structure is the

same. However, our results indicate that increasing ob-

servation accuracy to 1mmh21 would have, in this case,

produced a clearly dominant solution.

5. Summary and conclusions

Although the dynamics of orographic precipitation

have been a focus of study for many years, recent

terrain-induced flooding in highly populated areas

highlight the necessity of advancement in scientific un-

derstanding of the orographic precipitation system.

Orographic precipitation occurs inmany and varied flow

regimes; our current study focuses on a moist stable to

moist neutral idealized scenario. The limitations asso-

ciated with idealization are summarized later in this

section. To answer questions concerning the sensitivity

of topographically forced precipitation to environmen-

tal and mountain characteristics, we employed the CM1

cloud system resolving model in conjunction with a

Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. MCMC allows

sampling of substantial parameter space in a robust and

(relative to brute force sensitivity analysis) computa-

tionally efficient manner, and the resulting joint pa-

rameter probability distribution can be used to identify

relationships between parameters and observations,

sources of model sensitivity, and the result of adjusting

observation uncertainty. Our major conclusions from

this work are as follows.

1) The orographic precipitation system has a nonunique

solution. The same surface precipitation rate and

distribution can be obtained with very different

sounding, flow, and terrain characteristics. These

different mountain geometry and sounding charac-

teristics correspond to a secondary high-probability

mode in the Bayesian posterior PDF, which has an

entirely different cloud shield, mountain wave, and

downslope wind than the control case.

2) Sensitivity tests conducted using a secondary high-

probability mode resulted in a different sensitivity

profile than the original control case. While all tests

showed sensitivity to changes in wind speed and

moist Brunt–Väisälä frequency, CM1 sensitivity to

changes in surface potential temperature (and even

relative humidity) depends on the specific sounding

and mountain geometry. Additionally, covariability

between wind speed and moist stability, as well as

mountain height and half-width, does not depend on

the control variables. Covariability or the relationship

between temperature and relative humidity, however,

is situation dependent.

3) In certain flow regimes, CM1 displays high sensitivity

to small changes in certain parameters, namely,

surface potential temperature and wind speed. A

further examination of flow and thermodynamic

structures in individual CM1 runs shows that these

small parameter changes lead to large alterations in

moist mountain wave structure and the associated

surface precipitation rate.

4) Finally, changes in observation uncertainty affect the

ability to obtain a unique flow configuration from a

given precipitation rate and distribution. Improving

precipitation constraint from 2 to 1mmh21 produced

a dominant solution. Degrading the accuracy to

5mmh21, on the other hand, results in a loss of that

unique solution.

While this research uses an MCMC algorithm to

thoroughly explore the parameter space associated with

idealized moist neutral orographic precipitation, we

have not considered many of the key sources of vari-

ability that influence orographic precipitation. This

simplification was intentional, as the goal of this re-

search was to extend previous univariate sensitivity

studies into the multivariate domain, and to demon-

strate the utility of Bayesian MCMC methods for ex-

ploring relationships in a physical system. For simplicity,

we have utilized the simplest cloud microphysical pa-

rameterization available in the CM1. The details of

cloud particle interactions, and in particular ice- and

mixed-phase processes, have a strong influence on the

characteristics of orographic precipitation for both

warm- and cold-based clouds. Changes to the cloud

particle size distributions and assumed ice particle shape

influence settling velocities and particle population inter-

actions, and as such have a significant effect on pre-

cipitation rate and distribution. Posselt and Vukicevic

(2010) used the MCMC algorithm to explore cloud mi-

crophysical sensitivity in simulations of deep convec-

tion, and we plan to conduct similar experiments for

orographic precipitation cases.

Ourmountain geometry was highly idealized, utilizing

an infinite ridge with no along-ridge variability. In a

stable flow regime, this configuration allows the use of

quasi-2D simulations, as the flow will not vary with lo-

cation in a nonconvective environment. However, many

studies of observed orographic rain and snowfall have

shown that the presence of gaps in a barrier lead to

concentration of the flow (so-called gapwinds) that exert

an influence on both the upwind and downwind pre-

cipitation via their influence on cross-mountain flow. We

also neglected the influence of wind shear, changes in land
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use, the associated differences in sensible and latent heat

flux, and surface friction, all of which may improve the

physical realismof simulations in a future study.Additional

experiments could be performed to examine the sets of

environmental and mountain geometry parameters con-

sistent with precipitation rates concentrated on the moun-

tain top and downwind slope, along with their canonical

flow structures; we also plan to expand our study to include

unstable and convective precipitation cases, as in MR09,

MR10, andMiglietta andRotunno (2012, 2014), in addition

to the moist stable and neutral cases represented here.

Consideration of convective environments will greatly in-

crease the complexity of our experiments, as previous re-

search has clearly illustrated that three-dimensional

domains and high horizontal grid spacing are required to

realistically represent convective circulations.
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